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MODEL 6550
Fold-up Portable
Wheelchair
Scale

4-WAY
EASIER TRANSPORT
WITH DUAL DIRECTION WHEELS

Lightweight digital
fold-up scale for
heavyweight tasks.
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Portable Fold-up Scale For Special Care
This sturdy but lightweight scale offers a wide range of
versatility. It can be used with wheelchairs, straight-legged chairs or
as a stand-on scale, and its sloped ramps offer versatility by
allowing loading from either side.
The 6550’s vertical fold-up feature equals minimal floor space
and allows easy transportation in four directions. Simply fold the
column down, latch securely into position and it’s ready to lift and
move or store in an upright position. The heavy-duty wheels
contribute to its ease of mobility and lack of needed storage space.
The large, easily accessed weighing platform and low angle
ramps make the 6550 ideal for patient comfort and security.
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The easy-to-use 758C weight display is
capable of simply displaying weight or
printing and sending the patient’s ID,
weight, BMI, time, and date to a PC. It
calculates BMI (Body Mass Index) by
simply entering the patient’s height while
weighing. The 758C also provides a crisp
LCD display with battery power which
adds to its flexibility.
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Specifications
Capacity:

800 lb x 0.2 lb or 300 kg x 0.1 kg
(switchable)
Color:
White
Display:
Liquid crystal, reflective type
Weight:
5-digit, 7-segment 0.5" high
Bar Graph:
8-segment 0.3" high
BMI:
3-digit, 7-segment 0.5" high. Range: 15 - 60
Height ID:
11-digit entered, 4-digits displayed,
7-segment 0.3" high. Range: 3 to 7'/90 to
215cm
Dimensions (closed): 42"H x 41.5"W x 12.5"D
(107cmH x 105cmW x 32cmD)

Platform (flat):

30"W x 31.7"L (76cmW x 81cmL) with
nonslip removable mat, entrance and exit
ramps
Keypad:
19 key, color-coded, sealed membrane
Sensitivity:
1.2/V/d
Resolutions:
5,000 divisions, maximum
Power:
6 “C” size Alkaline or Nickel-Cadium cells
(not included) or optional AC adapter
Temperature Range: +14 to +104° F/-10 to +40° C
Enclosure:
Painted steel
Net Weight:
61 lb (28 kg)
Ship Weight:
94 lb (43 kg)

Cardinal Scale reserves the right to enhance, improve, or modify feature and specifications
without prior notice. All registered trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
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